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In Avasnna, Death, a lonely widow is driven to give up
her intended remarriage with her lover as her little child
prefers to die rather than share its mother's affections
with any one. In Mnlati, the neglected wife of an elderly
professor absorbed in his work, decides to stick to her
helpless husband rather than go away with her lover
because the two men arrange between them that the
husband should renounce her in favour of the lover,
Jasodano Jivana-vikftsa, which is really a novel, describes
how a village girl is wedded to a fashionable young man in
Bombay ; how his people, with lofty condescension, coerce
her into adopting an up-to-date manner of life; how the
heroine, poor Jasoda, in spite of all her efforts to satisfy the
whims of her husband, is only a pawn in his game to
secure the affections of a fashionable beauty; how Jasoda
declines to be untrue to herself, and leaves for her village;
and how the husband, rejected by the beauty, finds his
mainstay finally in Jasoda. In this story the motives
which inspire feminine rivalry are described with great skill
and the husband of Jasoda, as usual, is meted out more
than stern justice.
In Bhuddhi&lino Akhndo, the heroine, who prefers
to marry one out of a number of admirers, is victimised
by the rejected admirers, every one of whom has his
motives dissected with malicious delight. In Lagane
Lagane KuhvUrUlnla, Ready for Every Marriage Season,
the callous indifference of the oft-marrying Hindu is
vivisected with terrible precision.
In  Vanamalanl Diary, The Story of a Tragic Fall, an
educated Hindu widow has been a victim of the immoral
attentions of her brother-in-law and is compelled to take
service as an actress in a Bombay theatre.   Vanamala,
or, to use  the name she has adopted, Vasantasena, is
at first shocked at the treatment given  to her by her
vulgar associates.   The sensitive woman prays for death.
Slowly  an   optimistic note creeps into her diary.   It is
l trial for her to act the love scenes.   She is shy.   She
las the strict notions of a Hindu woman of culture.   Her
ife so far has been a tragedy.   How can she act like the
vife of the principal actor, the horrid Shankar ?   She cries
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